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The Security and Risk Report Series focuses on
•
•
•

Operational risks in areas of instability which could affect the safety of commercial and private vessels and
personnel ashore and at sea.
In country reporting on key countries where civil conflicts are directly impacting on maritime operations; and
Reporting and analysis of incidents of terrorism, piracy and other related criminal activity.

MAST has a global reach and presence, delivering first hand, accurate and exclusive intelligence. MAST is
entrenched and committed in continuing to support and promote the awareness of the very real risks that
seafarers and other stakeholders face.
This Intelligence Report Series is a brief snapshot of MAST’s Intelligence capabilities. MAST Intelligence specialises
in providing clients with a suite of products and services, including; political and economic risk analysis, detailed
port and vessel security briefs, vessel passage plans, threat and risk mitigation and travel risk management.
Working closely in conjunction with a host of experts, MAST Intelligence offers a market leading service pertaining
to all maritime affairs.
Follow MAST on LinkedIn and Twitter to keep abreast with these insightful reports and more —
including real time security updates.

Issue 355
Issue 355 of the series reviews, analyses and threat assesses the conflict-affected coastal
states of Somalia and Yemen and associated waters, as well as ongoing issues facing the
maritime industry in West Africa. The Mediterranean migrant crisis, security issues facing the
UK and incidents affecting maritime security are also reported and analysed.
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Gulf of Guinea
Severe flooding in Nigeria forced the LNG terminal at Bonny Island to shut down, Maritime Executive said on
October 20th. All of the terminal’s upstream suppliers have declared force majeure as a result of the floods,
which have led to shut downs.

Incidents: Nothing significant to report.

Nigerian Navy seizes 9,250 litres of PMS,
5 boats in Akwa Ibom

Fishermen in agony, economy grounded
as pirates take over waterways
Pirates may be avoiding blue water in the Gulf
of Guinea, but they continue to menace local
communities. The Daily Post said on October 24th
that pirates in Ibeno Local Government Area of
Akwa Ibom State have impacted fishing activities
and frightened locals. Despite grouping together to
pay for alternative security arrangements, pirates
have continued to menace local fishermen, with 35
outboard engines stolen in the last four months.

The Nigerian Navy on October 19th handed over
9,250 litres of stolen crude oil to the Nigeria
Security and Civil Defence Corps (NSCDC), Vanguard
reported. The seizures took place in late September
and October 11th, during routine naval patrols on
the waterways, Base Operating Officer, Lt.-Cdr.
Daniel Onyemaeze told the media. Unfortunately, as
is often the case, the suspects involved fled before
naval personnel could apprehend them. Three small
wooden boats and two glass fibre-hulled vessels
were also recovered.

Tompolo uncovers another illegal
pipeline in Delta

Grand Nemo exercise concludes in Gulf
of Guinea

Less than a week after reporting 58 illegal oil
pipelines in Delta and Bayelsa States, Tompolo’s
security company, Tanita Security Services, have
found another pipeline tapping in to the Trans
Forcados Export line, Premium News reported.
According to sources, the newly discovered pipeline
ran for between five and six kilometres after tapping
into a pipeline abandoned by the Nigerian Agip Oil
Company (NAOC) before linking to a location on the
coast, where stolen crude could then be loaded onto
vessels.

The French embassy in Nigeria has reported that
Nemo 22 has concluded successfully. The exercise
took place between October 11th and 16th, and 17
of the countries bordering the Gulf took part. “Joint
deployment of military vessels to better combat
trafficking and insecurity in the Gulf of Guinea.
New sign of the important military cooperation
between France and Morocco and of their common
commitment at the regional level,” the French
Embassy in Morocco said on its Twitter social
network account.

For further information, please click here.

Gulf of Guinea Piracy & Maritime Crime Figures
2022
Incidents reported: 21 (MDAT-GoG/Others)
2021
Incidents reported: 56 (MDAT-GoG/Others)
Crew kidnapped: 46 (IMB, MDAT)
Vessels hijacked: 1 (MDAT-GoG)
2020
Incidents reported: 132 (MDAT-GoG)
Crew Kidnapped: 130 (IMB)
Vessels Hijacked: 3 (IMB)
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Indian Ocean Region
An Indian fisherman has been wounded by ‘warning shots’ fired by an Indian Navy patrol boat, The Hindu
reported on October 21st. The Navy opened fire after the boat failed to stop, they reported. The Navy said that
the boat was behaving suspiciously.

Incidents:

investigation, assistance to ships in danger, and other
activities to share information with the member
countries,” a spokesperson said.

UKMTO reported an incident at Ash Shihr oil
terminal, Yemen on October 21st. The incident
was reported by the Master of a MT at 1115 UTC in
position 143944N, 0493016E. Further details below.

India can supply weapons to fight terror,
drugs in Indian Ocean Region

Houthis attack oil terminal and tanker

India’s Defence Minister, Rajnath Singh, said last
week that the country hoped to collaborate with
IOR nations to fight terrorism, narcotics smuggling
and illegal fishing in the region. He added that India
was ready to supply weapons systems and missiles
to friendly countries, while attending the IOR Plus
Defence Ministers’ Conclave held on the sidelines of
DefExpo 2022, Indian Express reported on October
20th.

Following the expiration of the truce between
Houthi rebels and Saudi coalition forces, Houthi
rebels have attacked Ash Shihr oil terminal, near
Mukalla, Yemen. The National reported on October
22nd that drones were used in the attack which
targeted the terminal and MT Nissos Kea as it tried
to load at the port. No damage was sustained by the
ship. UKMTO acknowledged that an incident had
taken place off Ash Shihr on Friday 21st but reported
only that the ship and crew were safe.

Middle East Naval Coalition Expands
with Seychelles as 10th Member

Iran navy opens maritime security centre

U.S. Naval Forces Central Command (NAVCENT)
announced Oct. 19 the Indian Ocean island nation of
the Seychelles has joined the International Maritime
Security Construct (IMSC), a multinational maritime
coalition established in 2019 to deter attacks on
commercial shipping in the Middle East. Seychelles
becomes the tenth member of IMSC and its
operational arm, Coalition Task Force Sentinel, which
also welcomed Romania in March. Headquartered in
Bahrain, IMSC is led by NAVCENT, the US Navy said on
October 19th.

Iran’s Mehr News Agency reported on October 22nd
that the country had opened its new ‘international
maritime security control centre’ on Saturday. The
centre was opened at a ceremony attended by
Admiral Shahram Irani, commander of the Iranian
Navy, in the third Iranian navy’s naval district, Mehr
said. “The International Maritime Security Centre,
consisting of representatives of civilian and military
apparatuses, will conduct 24/7 monitoring and
joint rescue operations, environmental pollution

For further information, please click here.
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European Waters
A refugee charity has described conditions at a Home Office facility for cross-Channel migrants as “inhumane”
with overcrowding, disease and children sleeping on floors. The Refugee Council said about 3,000 people are
being housed at the former military airfield at Manston in Kent, BBC News said.

Black Sea incidents

on suspicion of facilitating illegal immigration and
has been taken into custody for questioning.

The United Nations is pushing Russia to agree to
extend the current Humanitarian Grain Corridor
agreement in the Black Sea. A UN Conference on
Trade and Development (UNCTAD) report published
on October 20th shows how the Black Sea Grain
Initiative signed in July 2022 to resume exports of
Ukrainian grain via the Black Sea amid the ongoing
war has offered hope and shown the power of
trade in times of crisis. “In a context where trade is
very uncertain, signals matter very much,” UNCTAD
Secretary-General Rebeca Grynspan said. “When
there is no clarity, no one knows what is going to
happen, and speculation and hoarding take over.”
Wheat and maize prices are still at historically high
levels. This weighs on the affordability of basic foods
and poses a risk to food security globally, UNCTAD
said.
Highlighting the risks still present in the region, on
October 19th, the Turkish Navy defused a stray naval
mine which had been located off the coast of Kıyıköy.
This is the fourth mine to be sighted off the country
since the conflict began.
On October 23rd, Ukraine accused Russia of failing
to fully implement all aspects of the grain corridor
agreement. “Russia is deliberately blocking the full
realisation of the Grain Initiative. As a result, these
(Ukrainian) ports in the last few days are working
only at 25-30 percent of their capacity,” Ukraine’s
Infrastructure Ministry said in a statement via the
Telegram messaging app, Reuters reported. The
current agreement is due to expire on November
19th.

Channel migrants: Dover RNLI releases
dramatic rescue footage
Harrowing footage of a mid-Channel migrant rescue
has been released by the RNLI in an attempt to
highlight the reality facing its lifeboat crews. In
disturbing scenes, the crew can be seen pulling
people to safety and pleading with them to “stay
awake”. Among the casualties were a family of four
- including a 14-year-old girl - believed to be from
Afghanistan. The charity said all five people depicted
in its footage “were able to disembark the lifeboat
into the care of the authorities upon arrival in the
UK”, BBC News said on October 19th.

Greek coastguard rescues 75 migrants at
sea
The Hellenic Coast Guard said on October 21st that
it had rescued 75 people on board a sailing vessel in
poor weather off the Peloponnese peninsula, AFP
reported. The group, made up of 69 men and six
women, were towed to a local port where authorities
were waiting.

Two children die in Mediterranean
migrant boat fire
AFP reported on October 21st that two children
died and five women were injured when a fire broke
out on the boat they were using to travel towards
Lampedusa, Italy. “In agreement with the Maltese
authorities a coast guard patrol boat was dispatched
from Lampedusa to the area and picked up 38
migrants, including the bodies of two minors,” a
statement from the island authorities read.

Albanian woman arrested in National
Crime Agency organised immigration
crime investigation
An Albanian woman believed to be responsible
for helping transport migrants to the UK in small
boats has been arrested in a National Crime Agency
investigation, they reported on October 19th. The
suspect, aged 31, was arrested this morning at an
address in Banbury, Oxfordshire. She was arrested

For further information, please click here.
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